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1. Abstract
Ray tracersthat renderCSG modelsshouldconsider
issuesof regularizationand numericalaccuracy.The
specialcaseof rays originatingon surfaces(shadow
probes,reflections,and refractions)presenta regular_
ization problem that is significant--even in ray
tracerswhich are not explicitly basedon ttre CSG
scheme. An analysisof Orisproblemyields a better
solution than the epsilon testsincorporatedin most
ray tracers.
2. Introduction
Ray Hacingis a simple and straightforwardmethod
of renderingimagesof solids describedby the Con_
sEuctive Solid Geometryscheme. This is because
the problem of Boolean combinationsof solids is
reducedto one dimension.
Two complicationsarise, however. Set operations
on solids should be regularized[Requichag0],and
finite-precisionmachine arithmetic introduceserror
into the ray-intersection calculation. Simple
proximity-regularization rules can be developed
which toleratesomeinaccuracy,but theserules can
produceunwantedsideeffects.
Even in ray tracerswhich are not explicitly basedon
the CSG scheme,thereis a regularizationand accu_
racy problem that is importanl That is the case of
rays originating on the surfaceof a solid (for sha_
dow calculation,reflection,or refraction).
For theserays, proximity-regularization
rules are not
unlike fixes in many ray tracers (which eliminate
intersectionstoo close to the origin of the ray), but
they can still resultin somebad pixels. We develop

more robust heuristicsto improve the effectiveness
of theseregularizationrules.
3. Ray Intersectionand parametricSequences
In ray tracers,the primary geometriccomputationis
finding the intersectionof rays with a solid. The
intersection of geometric sets with CSG-defined
solids can be computed by recursive divide-and_
conquer algorithms [Tilove80], and this approach
has been used to ray trace CSG models tRothg2l.t
The general idea is that if the intersectionof a ray
with two solidsA andI is known, then the inersec_
tion with some Boolean combination(e.g., A ug,
A nB, or A -B) can be inferred.
To describesuch an algorithm in more detail, we
beginby developingrepresentations
of rays and their
subsets. Given an origin point O (in an affine
space)and a direction vecor D, the poins of a ray
can be definedparametrically:

R = { O + r OI O S I < " " 1

(l)

The intersecrionof a ray R with a solid .i will be
somesubsetof the ray, which can be represented
by
a parametric sequence.In our notation, this is a
non-decreasing
sequenceof ray parametervaluest;
correspondingto transitionsbetweeninside and out_
sidethe setR n,S.
t Formal treatrnents like Tilove's are based on lhe con_
cept of classiftcation,
rather than intersecticn.
The
classification of a ray R with respecr to a solid S is a pani_
rioning of rhe ray inro RinS, RonS, and RoutS, which are
points inside S, on its boundary, or outside rhe solid. We
will simply discuss the problem in rcrms of ray intenection.
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with A andB [Roth82].
intersections

Figure 1. RaysIntersectinga Solid
Figwe 1 illustratesa numberof interestingcasesof
ray intersection. The circle can be thought of as
representinga solid sphereor a hollow bubble in a
unbounded solid. In both cases, thc object is
closed, meaning that the boundary is part of the
solid. The table below gives paramctricsequences
shownabove.
to the ray interser:tions
corresponding

Ray

Ray n Sphere Rayn Bubble

o

D

(0,0)
( 0 ,r r )

(0)
(0,0,r,)
(0)
(rr)

E

(tt,tz)

( 0 ,t 1 , t y )

A
B

c

( 0 ,t r )

Earlier ray tracersalso renderedCSG models,but
with less efficient algorittrmsbasedon point intersection lGoldsteinTll. ln its simplest form, the
point-intersection
algorithmmust find all primitive
intersectionsand sort them. At that point, it has
often doneaboutthe sameamountof work as Rottt's
algorithm. It must then make
divide-and-conquer
the additionaleffort of calculatingpoint intersections
to find the closestprimitive intersectionthat is part
of the CSG model.
4. RegularClosureand ON/ON Ambiguity
introduces
A formal analysisof solid representation
interin the divide-and-conquer
somecomplications
sectionalgorithm.Not all setsof pointsin spaceare
"solidobjects".A colwhatwe naturallythink of as
lection of isolatedpoints, lines or surfacesare not
examplesof solids,becausethey have no volume.
subsetswith a volumecan be unsaEven connected
tisfactory. For examplc,the objectin Figure2 hasa
danglingface:

with Ray
Associated
Table l. ParametricSe4uences
Intersections
In our notaLion,the first elemcnt of a paramelric
sequencealways representsthe {irst Lransitionfrom
outsideR n S to inside. Thus,whenray E intersccls
thc bubble, the flrst inside sectionbeginsat the ray
an
origin whereI = 0. In this case,[0, 11]represents
insidesegment,the open interval(t1,t) is outside,
andlt2,ool is inside.
are O, which
The two simplestparametricsequences
representsan empty intersection,and (0), which
representsthe whole ray.
An unusualcaseis the intersectionof ray C with the
(0,0) indicatesthat a singlesphere.The sequence
point interval [0,0] is inside the intersection
(becausethe ray origin is on the boundary),and the
interval(0, -l is outside.
algorithm,the intersecIn Roth's divide-and-conquer
Boolean
combinationA nB is
tion of a ray with a

Figure2. Soiid with DanglingFace
Using elementary concepts from lopology, a
mathematicaldefinition can be found which matches
our intuitivenotionof a propersolid [Requicha80].
A setof pointsin spaceS c R' is a regularsolid,if
it is equalto its regularclosure.The regularclosure
of a set is the closureof its interior:
S = S '

(2)

This is equivalentto removing the boundaryf of the
set and then closing it-by adding a new boundary.
In the case of the object pictured in Figure 2, removt A point is on rhe boundzry of a set if every neighborhood of rhe point is panially inside the set and panially out.

of the
infened by mergingthe parametncsequcnces
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ing the boundaryof the set would removethe dan_
gling face and leave an open cube. Adding a new
boundarywould leave a closedcube,which is what
we wanl
Regular solids will always be made from Boolean
combinationsof regularsolids if the Booleanopera_
tions are "regularized",as for example:

A n ' B= G n r ) .

(3)

In addition to maintainingregular closure,another
importantformal considerationis ON/ON ambiguity.
Imaginetwo blocks,A andB, which can makeface_
to-facecontactin two ways:

I l--=

l l " l
CaseI

the ray is a one-dimensionalsubsetof R3. In this
l-D subspace(with its relative topology), regular
closure will have the effect of removing isolated
points. It would also remove isolated single-point
gaps, but they should not arise from regularized
Booleanoperationson closedsets. l-D regularclo_
sure can be implementedby a rewrite rule for
parametricsequences.The rule is simply to delete
adjacent pairs of identical parametervalues in a
sequence.For example:
(4)
+

( . ' , t ; _ t , t i + t. ,. . )

Regularizationin a l-D subspacealongthe ray inter_
sectionis not equivalentto int€rsecting
a ray with a
regularized
solid. That is, given a ray R and a solid
S:
R nS-'* (n nSl"

(5)

CaseII

Figure 3. Point on Common Boundary of Two
Objects

The following figure showsexamplesof where l-D
regularizationworks and whereit fails.

If the point P were in the interior or exteriorof all
primitive solids, tlen it is straightforwardto decide
whetherit is in someBooleancombinationof solids.
However,when P is on tle boundaryof two solids,
there is ambiguity about the result of regularized
Bqoleancombinations.
Considerthe exampleof A nB. If we ignoreregularization,then this intersectionis alwaysnonempty
at point P. But the value of A n* B is nonemptyin
caseI and empty in caseII. This is because,in case
II, the nonregularizedintersectionresults in a dan_
gling face.
5. SomeTopologicalIssuesin Ray Tracing
Two classesof problemsin ray tracing will be dis_
cussed in this paper. First, there are topological
issuesthat would need to be consideredeven if the
ray racing computationwereperformedwitr perfect
accuracy. Secondly,there are problems that arise
from the limited accuracyof machine arithmetic.
The purely topologicalissueswill be discussedin
this section.
Parametricsequences
representsubsetsof a ray, and

CaseII y

CaseIII
Figure 4. Ray Intersectingwittr Boundariesand
Comers
In caseI, a ray passesthru the common boundary
betweenA andB. Assumethat we wish to find the
intersectionof the ray with AaB. A properly
designed divide-and-conquerintersection routine
would yield a mergedparametricsequencesof the
form (1, 11)representing
the passage
of the ray thru
the danglingface in AaB, and l-D regularization
would reducethis to the empty sequenceO. That is
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correct, because in this case A n'B
empty set"

would be the

In case II, the ray lies on the common boundary.
The parametric sequence for the ray intersection
with A nB is now a finite segment(tr,t), and l-D
regularization will not change it. This is inconect;
the sequencesshould be O as in case I.
In cass III, the ray passes thru a vertex point. The
parametric sequence for the ray intcrsection would
tre (tt,l1), and l-D regularizationwould rcducethis
to the empty sequenceO. That is incorrect, because
the corner of C is a legitimate part of the regular
solid.
The failures of l-D regularization arc duc to ON/ON
ambiguity. It would be possible to correct these
failures by augmenting the puarnetric sequences
with 3-D neighborhoodrepresentatlons[Reqicha85].
Case II could be corrected by including 3-D edgeneighborhood representations (i.e., the cont€nts of
sectorsof the cylinder surroundingthe ray segment).
Case III would require more complex vertexncighborhood information, in order to be conccted.
Case I succeeded because thc parametric sequence
implicitly contained the necessaryfacc-neighborhood
information.
Managing full 3-D neighborhood information in
parametric sequences would greatly increase the
complexity of the ray-intersectioncalculation. We
agrec with Roth that it is not practical or nccessary
to do this [Roth82]. The caseswherc l-D rcgularization fails are improbable (e.g., a ray lyrng on a
dangling face). In addition, thesc failure cases
should not have a major effect on the appearanceof
an antialiased image bccause they affect a zeromeasurssubsetof the viewplane.
Finally, we would like to point.out an important special case of l-D regularization. In ray tracers supporting Whitted's shading model [Whittcd80], shadows, specular reflection, and rcfraction are simulated by casting secondary rays from points of intersection on the surface of objects. When these rays
slart from a surface and go outward, their intersections will result in parametric sequcnccsof the form:

( 0 , 0 ," ' )

(6)

becausethe ray intersectsthe solid that
the sequence
it originateson. This self intersectionis not desired
(we don't want a surfaceto shadowitselfl, and l-D
regularization conveniently removes the pair of
zeros.
Issuesin Rav Trac6. SomeNumerical-Accuracv
ing
Of course,ray racing prognms do not perform calculationswith perfect accuracy. The use of finiteprecisionmachinearithmeticintroduceserrorsin the
resultsof ray intersection
calculations.
Plate I is a visualizationof a typical situationof a
numericalintersection
of a ray with a surface.Here,
the neighborhoodof an actual ray intersectionis
examincdat the resolutionof machineaccuracy.
The red sphcreis the calculatedpoint of intersection
of a ray with an implicit surfaceF (x,y,z)= 0. The
poins wherea floating-point
whitc spheresrepresent
evaluationof F is exactlyequalto 0.0. We seethat
point is not actuallyon the zero-set
the intersection
of the function,and we also seethat the zero-selis
not a wcll-bchaved
surface.
of hardware
This inaccuracy(and the discreteness
(and
numerically
makes
it
floating-pointnumbers)
ideal
regularimpossible
realize
the
to
topologically)
izationof solidsdiscussedabove. For example,in
CascI of Figure4, the resultof computingthe ray
intcrsecdonwith A nB is likely to produce a
parametricsequence
like (r1, t1 +e), for somesmall
c

One approach to this problem is to redefine regular
closure in a way that allows from some error tolerance. Proximity regularization peels off an e-thick
layer from the surface of a solid, and then adds an
e-thick layer to the rcsult. This is analogousto taking the interior and then closurs of a set in regularization in R3. It is straightforward !o define a l-D
proximity regularizationin terms of rewrite rules on
parametricsequences:

(7)
-+

('"

lj-t,Ii+I, "')

Proximity regularizationconsistsof applying this
rewrite rule, Iirst to inside intcrvals(where the t;
positionin the
value appearsin an even-numbered

As in FigureI (raysB andC), a pair of zerosbegins
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sequence),
and then to outsideintervals. Someform
of proximity regularizationhas been used in CSG
ey tracing and in CSG z-buffer algorirhms
i Wyvill86, Rossignac86l.
We make no r@ommendationon whether one
should apply this 1-D regularizationin general.
There are many things wrong with proximity regularization. The maximum value of e is difficult to
determineobjectively, and often results from trialand-error. In addition, this type of regularization
tends to remove or "erode" thin obiects and thin
pars of objects.

( 0 , e , . . . )- - r ( 0 , 0 , . . . )- + ( . . . )
( e ," ' ) - r ( 0 ,. . . )

(8a)
(8b)

Rule (8a) dealswith rays exiting a surface(e.g.,ray
C in Figure 5), such as shadow rays or extemal
reflections. Rule 8b deals with rays penetratingthe
solid (e.g., ray B), such as internal reflectionsor
refractionof an externalray into glass. The lower
half of Plate2 showsan imagegeneratedusing these
rules,and the defectshavebeenrepaired.
7. Improved Heuristicsfor Proximity Regulariza.
tion

However, a particular situation definitely requires
someform of regularization-raysoriginatingon the
surfaceof objects. Ideally, intersectionof suchrays
with the model shouldresultin paramefic sequences
that begin with zero (seeray B and C in Figure 1).
However,as Plate I suggests,they will rarely occur
when shadow rays, reflection rays, and refraction
rays are cast. Even when the best numerical
methodsare used,more typical situationsare illustratedin Figure 5.

The rewriterules,(8a) and (8b), are adequateto give
good behaviorfor shadows,reflectionsandrefraction
so long as the local neighborhoodof the ray origin
is fairly flat. However, the upper half of Plate 3
showssomebad pixels which occur in the vicinity
of a cornerinsidea block of slass.

Figure 5. SecondaryRays from InaccurateSurfaceIntersectionPoints

Figure6. Failureof Proximity RulesNear a Corner

The upper half of Plats 2 shows the result of performing shadowcalculationswith no regularization.
The black spotson the surfaceare regionswherethe
shadowrays happento be like ray C in Figure 5. It
intersectsthe surfacethat it was supposeto originate
from, and so that part of the surfaceis in shadow.
Similar problems can happen with refraction and
reflection. All working ray tracersmust have some
fix for ttris problem. Usually, there is a test that
rejects intersectionsthat are too close to the origin
of a ray. More formally, we would like the rays in
Figure 5 to act as if they really originatedfrom on
the surface. The following specialproximity regularizationrules can accomplishthat:

Figure 6 illusrates the problem that is occurring.
We want the internal reflection of ray C to occur.
But if B is too short, rule (8a) will throw away the
intersectionwith the top face, and some further
intersection(if any) in the directionC' will be used
instead.
However,in the caseof ray D, the sameproximity
rule was beneficialand allowed a refracting ray to
exit the object as we would wish. The difference
betweenruy B and ray D is that we "expect"ray D
to give a parametric sequence of the form
(0,0, ' ' ' ) becausewe know tlrat it is startingon a
surfaceand headingaway from the solid. On the
other hand, ray B is an internal reflection and we
expecta parametricsequence
of the form (0, . . .),
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where some nonzero intersectionsmay follow the
first elementin the sequence.
The proximiry rule (8a) shouldonly be appliedwhen
we expect the ideal parametric sequence to be
(0,0, ' ' ' ), and rule (8b) should only be applied
when we expect (0, . . .). For shadow probes,
reflections, and refractions, our expected result
dependson whetherthe parentray is on the inside
of the solid (like ray A in figure 6) or on the ourside.

It is necessaryto apply someform of regularization
to the case of rays originating on the surface of
objecs. This was the one regularizationissue that
causedreal problemsfor us in the recent development of a ray tracing system. We have found a
morerobustform of proximity regularizationfor this
special case. This has allowed us to make good
imagesusingonly single-precision
arithmetic.
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